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Abstract 
In this paper we introduce the new concept of proper blocking sets B infinite projective 
spaces, that means every hyperplane contains a point of B, no line is contained in B, and there 
is no hyperplane that induces a blocking set. In Theorem 1.4, we prove that a blocking set in 
PG(d, q), q ~> 3, that has less than the number of points of a blocking set in PG(2, q) of minimum 
cardinality plus one, already contains a blocking set in a plane and is therefore not proper. In 
the last section, we construct various examples of proper blocking sets with a small number of 
points. 
1. Introduction 
A blocking set of a d-dimensional projective space P of  order q is a set B of  points 
of  P with the following properties: 
• every hyperplane of P contains at least one point of B; 
• no line of  P is contained in B. 
In the terminology of  [1], this is a 1-blocking set. The definition is also a general- 
isation of blocking sets in projective planes. 
A blocking set B is called minimal, if no proper subset of B is a blocking set. First, 
let us repeat the known results for blocking sets of  minimum cardinality in projec- 
tive planes. Examples for blocking sets in projective planes of  square order are point 
sets of  Baer subplanes. These are of  minimum cardinality due to the following result 
of  [11]. 
Result 1.1 (Bruen [11]). Let B be a blocking set in a finite projective plane P of 
order q. Then IBI >~q + x/~ + 1; equality holds if and only if B is the point set of a 
Baer subplane of P. 
Now we consider the results when q is not a square. The first two examples of  small 
blocking sets can be found in [13, pp. 376-377]. More precisely: 
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• In PG(2,q) with q odd, there exists a projective triangle B, which is a blocking set 
of cardinality q + l(q + 1) + 1. 
• In PG(2, q) with q even, there exists a projective triad B, which is a blocking set of 
cardinality q + q/2 + 1. 
• In [8] there are given constructions of blocking sets of cardinality between qt+qt-l+ 1 
and qt + qt-I -k- ..- + q + 1 in translation planes of order qt and kernel GF(q) for 
t~>2. 
If  q is prime or a cube of a prime these examples are of minimum cardinality due to 
[5, 6]. 
Result 1.2 (Blokhuis [5,6]). Let B be a blockin9 set in a desarguesian projective 
plane of order q. I f  q is not a square, then 
[B[ ~>q+l (q+l )+ l  i fq i s  aprime, 
[B[ ~> p2n+l + pn+l + 1 if q = p2,+1 with n > 1, where p is a prime. 
We denote by f (q )  the minimum cardinality of a blocking set in PG(2,q), and put 
r(q) := f (q )  - q - 1. In view of the above results, we have 
q+l  
x/~<~r(q)<~---~ 
Now we consider blocking sets B in P -- PG(d, q). For every subspace U of P we 
define the induced set of a set B in U by B~: := B N U. 
We generalize the following result of [2], which can also be found in [12]. 
Result 1.3 (Beutelspacher [2]). Let B be a blockin9 set of the finite projective space 
P = PG(d,q) with d > 2. Then 
[Bl>>.q + x/r~ + l, 
equality holds if and only if B is the set of points of a Baer subplane of a plane 
of P. 
We generalize this result to arbitrary orders q and prove a little more. 
Theorem 1.4. Let B be a blockin9 set of P = PG(d,q) with d>~2. l f  q > 3 and 
[B[ <~f(q) + 1 
then there exists a subplane E of P, such that the induced set Be is a blockino set 
in E. In particular IBI >1 f(q). 
Motivated by this theorem, the following problem arises: Given a blocking set B and 
a positive integer c with [B]<~f(q) + c, then determine the maximum 
number c such that there exists a subplane E of P with B N E a blocking set 
in E. 
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Another way to discuss this question is to forbid such 'trivial '  blocking sets. For 
this purpose, we introduce the concept of proper blocking sets. 
A blocking set B of  a d-dimensional projective space P of  order q is called 
proper, i f  no hyperplane of P induces a blocking set, that is, if  for no hyperplane 
H,  the induced set Bn is a blocking set in H.  The minimum cardinality of  
a proper blocking set in PG(d,q)  will be denoted by f(d,q). In particular 
f (2 ,  q) = f(q). 
A blocking set B is called of R~dei type, i f  there exists a hyperplane H in P such 
that the affine space P -  H has exactly q points in common with B. In the special case 
that B is a blocking set in a plane E we call any line g of E such that B - g consists 
of  just q points a Rkdei line with respect o B. For a R6dei line g with respect o B, 
we define s(q) as follows: s(q)+ 1 := [Bol. 
The second subject of  this paper is the construction of proper minimal blocking sets. 
In particular, we shall prove the following assertions: 
• In PG(d, q), where q is not a prime, there exists a proper blocking set B with 
IBm = (d - 1)q - (d - 3)s(q) + 1. 
• In PG(d, q), where q a prime, there exists a blocking set B with 
(d - 1)q - (d - 3)r(q) + (d - 1). 
• In P* = PG(d,q) with q = pa, p = PG(d ,p)  is a proper blocking set of  size 
pd + pd-l + . . .+  p+ l. 
• In P* = PG(cn - (c - 1) - i, q), where c is a constant, q = pn and i = 1 . . . . .  n - 2, 
there exists a blocking set B of size 
c(q + pn-1 q_ pn-2 q_ ... q_ p2) + (c - 1) - (pi _.}_ pi--1 ~_ . . .  q_ p ) .  
In particular, we obtain an upper bound for the minimum cardinality f(d,q) of a 
proper blocking set in PG(d,q) .  
2. Proof of Theorem 1.4 
Before we start the proof, we present one definition. 
Let B be a set in P = PG(d,q)  and let U be an n-dimensional subspace of P which 
has no point in common with B. Put 
B/U ::  {V[ U<<,V, d im(V)=n+ I, VNB¢O} 
and call B/U the derived set of B in P/U. 
In order to prove Theorem 1.4, we assume that [B[ <~f(q)+ 1= q+r(q)+2 and shall 
prove that there exists a plane that induces a blocking set. We proceed by induction 
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on d. I f  d = 2, the assertion is trivial. Now suppose that d > 2 and that the assertion 
holds for d - 1. I f  there is a hyperplane H such that H n B is a blocking set of H, 
then the assertion of the theorem follows by induction. Therefore, we may assume that 
there is no such hyperplane H of P such that the induced set B~¢ is a blocking set of 
H. We shall obtain a contradiction. 
Step 1: Any hyperplane H of P contains at most r(q)+2 points of B. Since B induces 
no blocking set in H there is a (d -  2)-dimensional subspace U of H with UNB = ~. 
There are q hyperplanes through U different from H and any such hyperplane contains 
at least one point of B -  H. 
Step 2: Let Q be a point not in B. Then B/Q is a blocking set of the quotient 
geometry P/Q. We have to show that every hyperplane on Q contains a line of B/Q 
and that every plane on Q contains a line on Q that is not in B/Q. Since every 
hyperplane on Q contains a point of B, it contains a line of B/Q. Also, since q > 3 
and r(q)<~½(q + 1), Step 1 shows that every plane E has at most r(q)+ 2 < q + 1 
points in B, which implies that some line of E on Q is not in B/Q. 
Now consider some point Q not in B. Using the induction hypothesis, we have 
[B/Ql>>.f(q). Clearly, [BI>>.]B/Q[ with equality if and only if every line on Q is 
a tangent on B. Also, if Q lies on two secants of B or on one secant with 
more than two points, then [B[/> IB/Q[ + 2. Since IB[ <~f(q) + 1, and since B has 
secants, it follows that IB[ = f (q)  + 1, that every line meets B in at most two points, 
and that every point not in B is on at most one secant of B. This implies that ev- 
ery plane meets B in at most three points. Considering the planes on a secant we 
deduce that B has at most q + 3 points. But we have IBI -- f (q )+ 1 > q + 3, a 
contradiction. [] 
Remark. For q = 3 there exists a proper blocking set in PG(3,3) with 7 points; see 
Remark (d) following Theorem 3.1. 
From Steps l and 2 of the proof of Theorem 1.4 we obtain directly a corollary. 
Corollary 2.1. I f  B is a proper block&9 set with IB[ ~<2q, then B/Q & a proper 
blocking set in P/Q. 
3. Examples of proper blocking sets 
In this section we shall construct examples of proper minimal blocking sets. All the 
blocking sets B constructed will be of Rrdei type. Also the derived set B/Q for some 
suitable point Q is a proper blocking set of Rrdei type. We observe that a blocking 
set B is minimal if and only if through every point P of B there exists a tangent 
hyperplane, that is a hyperplane that meets B only in P. 
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Theorem 3.1. Let P = PG(3,q); denote by El, E2 two planes of P and put 9 = 
El A E2. Let Bl, B2 be minimal blockin9 sets of Rkdei type in E1 and E2 such that 
g is a ROdei line with respect o B1 and B2. Suppose that S o := B1 N B2 n g ~ 0 and 
S o ~ B~ N 9. Put B~ := B~ - 9. Then B := B A t3 B a t3 S o is a proper minimal blocking 
set of R~dei type of P with IBI = 2q + IS01. 
Proof. Since no line is contained in Bi, no line is contained in B. We have to 
show that every plane E contains a point of B. This is obvious if E contains the 
line g. Suppose therefore that E meets g in a unique point Q. Then E meets Ei 
in a line hi. I f  Q lies in B1 and B2, then Q is a point of B. Otherwise, one of the 
lines hi and h2 contains a point of B that is not on g. Therefore, every plane 
of P meets B in at least one point. Since S o ~ B; fq 9, we obtain that B 
is proper. 
Now we have to show that B is minimal, that is, through any point P of B there 
exists a tangent hyperplane. If P E S o there exists a tangent hyperplane because there 
are tangent lines through P in Ei. Let P £ S o and assume without loss of generality 
that P E BI. Since S o ~ B~ fq 9, there exists a point X E B2 fq g with X ~ S o. Through 
X there is line in E2 that has no point in common with B. Finally, we use that B1 is 
of Rrdei type, and therefore the line PX is a tangent line; thus there exists a tangent 
plane through P. [] 
Remarks. We get small blocking sets if IS01 is small. In the following remarks we 
study how small Iaol can be. 
(a) Suppose that q is a square and that B1 and B2 are Baer subplanes. In this case, 
it is easily seen that we can choose B1,B2 in such way that ISol = 1. The point of S o 
will then still lie on 2x/~ lines that meet B in a Baer subline. 
(b) Suppose that q = p" with a prime p and n > 1. In this situation, Brouwer and 
Wilbrink [8] have constructed minimal blocking sets of Rrdei type in PG(2,q) with 
q + q/p + 1 points. If we choose in Theorem 3.1 blocking sets of this type, then it is 
possible to choose Bl and B2 in such a way that [So[ = 1 and that the point of S o lies 
on a second line of Rrdei type of B2. This will be used in Construction 3.4 and its 
Corollary 3.6. 
(c) Suppose that q is a prime. Then we choose for Bl and B2 projective triangles 
that both have l(q + 3) points on g- It follows that Iaol >12, and it is not difficult to 
see that equality can be obtained. If  B is as in Theorem 3.1, then there exist four lines 
with ½(q + 3) points in common with B. 
(d) It is possible to construct for any q a proper blocking set in P = PG(3,q) 
with 2q + 1 points. For, consider two skew lines gl and g2. Let Q1 be a point 
of gl and Q2 a point of g2. Also let P be a point on the line Q1Q2 different 
from Q1,Q2. Then B = (gl -Q1) tA  (02-  Q2)tA P is a proper blocking set 
of P. 
This example has the following property. If Q denotes a point on Q1 Q2 and Q ~ B, 
then B/Q contains a line of P/Q; hence, from the blocking set point of view, the set 
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B/Q is trivial. Therefore, we do not consider such blocking sets in this paper very 
much. 
From the theorem and Remark (d), the next result follows. 
Corollary 3.2. Let B be a proper blocking set of minimum cardinality in PG(3, q). 
Then 
(a) IBI -- f(3,q)<,2q + 1. 
(b) Every plane meets B in at most q + 1 points. 
(c) f (3 ,q )  - f(2,q)<~2q + I - (q ÷ r(q) + 1) = q - r(q). 
Lemma 3.3. Let P = PG(d, q), denote by Ill a hyperplane of P, by E2 a plane o[ 
P not in 111 and put g := H1 N E2. Let B1 be a proper minimal blocking set in Ill 
and let B2 be a minimal blocking set of Rbdei type in E2 such that g is a ROdei line 
of B2 and such that S o := B1 N t!2 N g ¢ 0 and B in  g ~ S O. Let B~ := Bi -- g. Then 
B :=B~ UB~ US o /s aproper blocking set of P with ]B I = ]B~I +q+ ISo]. 
Proof. Since B i does not contain a line, there is also no line contained in B. Any 
hyperplane through g meets B in S 0. Let H be a hyperplane disjoint to S 0. Let Q = 
HNg, U1 = HNH1 and h2 = HNE2. I f  Q is a point of B1, then Q is not a point of B2 
and therefore h2 intersects B2 in a point outside g. On the other hand, if Q is a point 
of B2, then Q is not a point of B1; therefore, U1 intersects B1 in a point outside of g. 
So every hyperplane of P meets B in at least one point. Thus, B = B1 a U B2 A U S o is a 
blocking set. Since the Bi are minimal and since Bi N g ~ So, no hyperplane induces a 
blocking set; therefore B is proper. [] 
Now we give an inductive construction of a blocking set similar to Lemma equality 
3.3. More precisely, we construct a blocking set B in PG(d,q) with IBI = (d + 1)q - 
(d - 1)(s(q) + 1) + dlSol points containing a R6dei line with s(q) + 1 points in 
common with B. 
Construction 3.4. Step 1: Let P = PG(3,q) and let B be a blocking set constructed 
as in Theorem 3.1 with the additional condition that B2 contains a second R6dei line 
through a point of Sg. Then there exists a line that has s(q) + 1 points in B. By 
construction we obtain 
IB[ = [BI[ - (s(q) + 1) + IBz] - (s(q) + 1) + ISg I = 2q + ISgl. 
Step i: Let P = PG(i + 2,q) and B1 be a blocking set in a hyperplane H1 of P 
constructed in Step i -  1. Then there is a line g of H1 with s(q)÷ 1 points in common 
with B1. Let E2 be a plane of P not in H1 such that Hz n E2 = g. Also, let B2 be 
a minimal blocking set of R6dei type in E2 such that g is a R6dei line of B2, such 
that S o := Bl N B2 n g ~ 0 and Bi N g ~ So and such that B2 contains a second R6dei 
line through a point of S o. Let B~ := Bi - g. Then B := B~ U B2 A U S o is a proper 
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blocking set of P with 181 = In~l +q+ ISg[. So B contains a line with s (q)+ 1 points 
in common with B and 
181 = us . I  
= iq - (i - 2)(s(q) + 1) + (i - 1)lSol - (s(q) + 1) + q + [sg[ 
= (i + 1)q - (i - 1)(s(q) + 1) + ileal. 
Proposition 3.5. The blocking set B constructed in Construction 3.4 is a proper min- 
imal blocking set in P = PG(d, q). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 it remains to show that B is minimal, which means that through 
any point P of B there exists a tangent hyperplane. I f  P E So, there exists a tangent 
hyperplane because there are tangent hyperplanes through P in/ /1 and E2. Let PEB1 
with P ~ g. Since B2 M g ¢ S 0, there exists a point X E B2 M g with X ~ S 0. Through 
X there is line in E2 that has no point in common with B. Finally, we use that Bl is 
derived from Rrdei type blocking sets in planes; therefore, the line PX is a tangent line 
and is extendible to a tangent hyperplane of H1. Thus, there exists a tangent hyperplane 
through P in P. 
On the other hand, let P E B2 with P ~ g. Since B1 ng  ¢ So, there exists 
a point X E B1 f3 g with X ~ S o. Through X there is hyperplane U1 of H1 that 
has no point in common with B. Since B2 is of R6dei type, the line PX is a 
tangent line. Therefore, the hyperplane (U1,P) is a tangent hyperplane of P 
through P. [2 
By Remarks (a), (b) and (c) following Theorem 3.1 we obtain that ISg I --- 1 and 
IS01 = 2 can occur. 
Corollary 3.6. (a) I f  ISg] = 1, then B is a proper minimal blocking set in P = 
PG(d,q)  with q = pn and n > 2 o f  size 
[B I = (d - 1)q - (d - 3)s(q) + 1. 
(b) I f  [Sg] -- 2, then B is a proper minimal blocking set in P = PG(d,q),  with q 
prime, o f  size 
IBI = (d - 1)q - (d - 3)r(q) + (d - 1). 
Now we consider subgeometries and obtain smaller blocking sets for q = pn, where 
n>2.  
Theorem 3.7. P -- PG(d,p)  is a proper minimal blocking set in P* = PG(d,q),  with 
q:_  pd. 
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Proof. Obviously, no line of P* is totally contained in P. Let H* be a hyperplane 
of P*. Then we can describe H* as follows: There exist * * * a a o , a 1 . . . . .  a a E GF(p  ) such 
that 
,,::0: 0} H* = xo ,x l , . . . , x  d a xi = • 
Since GF(p d) is a vector space of dimension d over GF(p), the elements 
ag', * * a 1 . . . . .  a a are linearly dependent over GF(p). Therefore, there exist x~ ... . .  x~ C 
GF(p) with (Xo,X l '  ~ . . . .  ,xa)' ~ 0 and z_~i=0x-"a a*xti i = 0. Consequently, the point with ho- 
mogeneous coordinates (x~,x~ . . . . .  x~a) is an element of P. 
Since any hyperplane contains at most pa-  1 +. . .  + p + 1 < q points of P, it follows 
that P is a proper blocking set in P*. Since there are more hyperplanes through a 
point of P in P* than in P a counting argument yields that B is minimal. [] 
Proposition 3.8. Let P* = PG(d-  i,q), with q : pd and some constant i with 
1 <<. i <~ d-  2. Then there exists a proper minimal blocking set o f  size q + pd-1 +. . .  + 
pi+l q_ 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.7 the projective subgeometry PG(d,p) in P* = PG(d, q) defines 
a blocking set B of size q + pd- I  + ... + p + 1. Since B is proper there exists an 
( i -  1)-dimensional subspace U* which has no point in common with B, but there 
exists an/-dimensional subspace through U* which has exactly p i+ pi-1 +. . .  + p+ 1 
points in common with B. Then by Corollary 2.1, follows that the derived set B/U* 
is a proper blocking set in P* /U*  with 
[B/U*[ = q + pal-1 +. . .  + pi+l + 1. 
For the minimality of B let PEB.  Then there exists a hyperplane H* in P* that has 
only the points of {U*,P) in common with B. Therefore, through any point of B/U* 
there exists a tangent hyperplane of P*/U* .  [] 
Proposition 3.9. Let P* = PG(cn - (c - 1),q) where c > 1 is a positive integer and 
q = pn. Then there exists a proper minimal blocking set o f  size c(q + pn-I  + pn-2+ 
• . .+p2)+c-  1. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on c. First we consider the case c = 2. Let U1*, U2* 
be two n-dimensional subspaces of P* such that P* = (U1*, U2* ) and g~' := Ui* N 
U2*. Also, let U1, U2 be subgeometries isomorphic to PG(n, p) in UI*, U2* such that 
](Ui Ag*)l = p+ 1 and I(U1 n g~')N (U2 N g~')[ = 1. By Theorem 3.7, we obtain that 
U1 and U2 are proper blocking sets in UI* and U2*, respectively. We define B1 := UI 
and B2 := U2. 
Let S a = B1 AB2 ng~.  It follows from the construction that ISgl = 1. Let B~ be the 
set of points of B 1 in A~ := U1* - g~ and B2 a be the points of B2 in A~' := U2* - g*. 
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Let B := B A U B~ tO S o. We claim that B is a proper blocking set. For, let H* 
be a hyperplane not through the point of Sg. Let Q = H* N Or, Vl* = H* n U~* 
and V2* = H* fq U~. If Q is a point of B1 then Q is not a point of B1, therefore 
V2* intersects B2 in a point outside of 0r. On the other hand, if Q is a point of B2 
then Q is not a point of B1, therefore V* intersects Bx in a point outside of 9r. Thus, 
B := BAUB~USg is a proper blocking set with IBI = 2(q+p "-1 + pn-2+. . .+p2)+ 1. 
Now, let c > 2 and assume that the theorem holds for c -  1. Let U~', U2* . . . . .  U* be 
n-dimensional subspaces of P* with P* = (UI*  , U,*2 ' ' " '  U*\c/ such that U~ n Ui ;  1 = 
9* for i = I , . . . ,  c -  I and 0* are pairwise skew. Let U1, U2 .... , Uc be subgeometries 
isomorphic to PG(n, p) in U~*, U2* .. . .  , U* such that }(Ui Ng* )} = p+ 1, ](U/+I Ng* )1 = 
p+ 1 and ](Ui ng*)n(U i+~ Ng*)) = 1. 
Let 
and 
W* := (U? ,  e2~, . . . ,  ec~ 1) 
uC-2( f  f. * i,.jc-2- * BI := i=l ,~, g*)U(Uc-1  -- --gc-2) U i=t[gi nU;nUm).  
Then by induction B1 is a proper blocking set in W*. Put B2 :--- Uc and let So := 
• . B1 f) B2 A gc- l ,  then it follows that ISgl = 1. Let B~ be the set of points of B1 in 
A r := W* * gc-1 and B~ be the points of B2 not in * - gc-1" Let B := B~I U Ba2 to S o. 
Using the same argument as before, we deduce that B is a proper blocking set with 
IBI = (c - 1)(q + p" - '  + p,,-2 +. . .  + p2) + (e - 2) 
+(q + p . - I  + pn-2 + . . .  + p2)  _{_ 1 
= e(q + p , - I  + pn-2 +, . .  + p2) + (c - 1). 
By the same argument as in Proposition 3.5 we conclude that B is minimal. [] 
From Propositions 3.8 and 3.9 we get 
Theorem 3.10. In PG(cn - (c - 1) - i, q) with c is a positive integer, q = pn and 
i = 1 . . . . .  n - 2 there exists a proper minimal blocking set of  size 
c(q + pn-1 q_ pn--2 + . . .  + p2) _{_ (C -- 1) -- (pi -t- pi--1 _1_ . . .  Jr- p). 
Proof. Let B be the blocking set in P* = PG(cn- (c -1  ), q) constructed in Proposition 
3.9 of size c(q+p " -1+p" -2+. .  .+p2)+(c_  1). Now, let V* be an ( i -  1)-dimensional 
subspace of P* disjoint to B such that there exists an /-dimensional subspace W* 
through V* with the property that W* has exactly pi + pi-1 + . . .  + p + 1 points in 
common with B. With the same arguments as before the derived set B/V* is a proper 
minimal blocking set in P/V*  ~- PG(cn- (c -1 ) - i ,q ) .  Then B/V* is a proper minimal 
blocking set of size 
c(q + pn-I + pn-2 +. . .  + p2)  q_ (e - 1) - (pi -k- pi- I  + . . .  + p). [] 
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